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Why you should care about Julia 

By Chris von Csefalvay 

In this article, excerpted from Learn Julia, I will give you an 

introduction to the Julia language.  

 

You may be wondering: "Why should I care about Julia?" "There are hundreds of languages 

around. The statistical community uses R and, recently, Python. Much of technical computing 

is done in MATLAB. For general purpose computing, there's C and its siblings, there are 

approachable languages like Ruby and Python that rival its practical usefulness – from web 

frameworks to high-performance scientific computing – and power, and new (or newly re-

discovered) languages like Go and Erlang have programmers all abuzz. Why, then, should I 

spend the next few weeks of my life learning Julia?" 

Many authors eschew asking this question, never mind answering it. Tempting as it may be 

to rush ahead and get started with real programming, it is important for you, the reader, to be 

clear about why learning this new language is worthwhile, and worthwhile for you. Knowing 

your motivations for a learning endeavour helps you focus and motivate yourself, and is 

associated with better learning outcomes. 

Broadly speaking, Julia offers different benefits for different use cases and user personas. 

What makes programming language nerds like myself giddy - things like homoiconicity and 

Lisp-style hygienic macros - may not be what an engineer wishing to simulate complex 

dynamics or a data scientist trying to fit a generalized linear model would find useful or 

important. However, a few of Julia's salient features are useful in a more pervasive way - 

whatever your use case, these features make Julia special and worthwhile. 

With that, let's look at my completely arbitrarily selected list of the five things that make 

Julia special. 

Where Julia excels 

JULIA IS FAST 

That is, as long as it's been written well. Julia will not make badly written code execute any 

faster, and least of all will it make it faster than well-written code in another language. This is 
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true, incidentally, for all languages to a certain extent, and to some of Julia's competitors in 

particular. However, well-written Julia has been shown to be blazingly fast - almost as fast as 

C, slightly faster than Fortran and much faster than Python, Octave/Matlab or R. For some 

benchmark computations, the difference is as much as 1,000 times!  

 

Figure 1 Julia’s speed compared to other languages. The figure is scaled to C, i.e., the performance of C for 

each of the benchmarks is 1. Julia forms a relatively tight group on all benchmarks, and performs as the best 

‘all-rounder’ – even if it is outperformed in certain benchmarks (particularly the Mandelbrot fractal benchmark 

‘mandel’). The microbenchmarks can be found on the Julia repository on GitHub. Figure used with kind 

permission of the Julia developers. 

This is largely due to the nature of the Julia language. Unlike most languages used in 

technical computing, Julia is not really an interpreted language - it uses the LLVM (Low Level 

Virtual Machine) JIT (Just-in-Time) compiler. However, because of the speed of this compiler, 

Julia can offer the interactivity of interpreted languages. In addition, Julia has been built with 

parallel computation in mind, a feature that is at best 'tacked on' to most other languages by 

additional packages that perform better or worse. 

Well-written Julia code plays to the strengths of this compiler. The important point to note 

at this stage is that it's a lot easier to write fast Julia code than to write the equivalent in, say, 

R or Python. In particular, Julia allows for highly performant code to be written in a single 
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language, rather than having to resort to importing C code to do the heavy lifting, a practice 

frequent in Python and R development. 

JULIA IS PRETTY 

Julia code has a particular aesthetic - code is simple, cogently structured and, like Python, 

eschews bracket clutter (such as the curly braces delimiting function bodies in R, Java or 

JavaScript). Pretty code, however, is not just about aesthetic appreciation. Pretty code is 

easier to read, easy-to-read code is easier to debug and easier-to-debug code cuts 

development time. 

Consider the following example (without worrying whether you actually understand what's 

happening). The Sieve of Erathostenes is an algorithm dating back to the 3rd century BC 

Greek Mathematician Erathostenes of Cyrene. It calculates prime numbers up to a number 

limit by listing all the numbers from 2 to limit, then marking the multiples of each prime 

number (beginning with 2) as composites. Moving on to the next number not marked as a 

composite, the process is repeated - and so on. In Julia, this algorithm could be implemented 

like this: 

function sieve(limit) 

    primes = fill(true, limit) 

    primes[1] = false 

    for p = 2:limit 

        primes[p] || continue 

        for i = 2:div(limit, p) 

            primes[p*i] = false 

        end 

    end 

    find(primes) 

end 

The same function, implemented in R: 

sieve <- function(limit) { 

    limit <- as.integer(limit) 

    if(limit > 1e9) stop("Limit exceeds size limit for vectorization") 

    primes <- rep(TRUE, limit) 

    primes[1] <- FALSE 

    last.prime = 2L 

    for(i in last.prime:floor(sqrt(limit)) { 

        primes[seq.int(2L*last.prime, limit, last.prime)] <- FALSE 

        last.prime <- last.prime + min(which(primes[(last.prime + 1):n])) 

    } 

    which(primes) 

} 

It's not difficult to see that not only is the Julia code shorter, it is easier to figure out 

what's going on at any given time. Once complex algorithms are involved, intelligibility and 

clarity are more than aesthetics - they directly affect how easy (or difficult!) it is to write good, 

performant code. 
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JULIA IS A GROWING ECOSYSTEM 

As programmers, we don't want to reinvent the wheel - we want to get the job done, and we 

want it fast. As such, what matters when choosing a language to work in is not only what 

features the language itself offers but how well supported the language is by other developers 

creating packages providing frequently used functionalities. As a data scientist, I don't want to 

have to write the t-test every time (or even once) - I want a package that does it for me. This 

is where the ecosystem comes in. 

Julia's ecosystem is much smaller than the Python or R ecosystems. CRAN, the canonical 

repository for R packages, lists, at the time of writing, over 6,500 packages, while there are 

less than 600 packages available for Julia. This means that while most standard and many 

non-standard applications are covered, there is always a small chance that the package 

providing the functionality you wish to use is not mature enough or, even worse, doesn't exist 

yet. At the same time, the comparison is a little unfair – Julia has been around for three years, 

while R has its roots in S, reaching back to the late 1970s! At the same time, Julia's 

ecosystem is more coherent – R's package ecosystem, for instance, includes many 

incompatible, contradictory or old and not particularly user-friendly packages. 

Not finding the functionality you need may be vexing, but also a great avenue towards not 

merely using a language but being part of its development and evolution. Julia is open-source, 

and so are the packages - as such, there's nothing to keep you from writing your own package 

or forking an existing package and developing the functionalities you want. This is a unique 

way to make your mark on the development of a programming language. The developed 

ecosystems of languages like R or Python offer you ready-made solutions to problems. Julia's 

emerging community offers you an invitation instead: an invitation to join in building, brick by 

brick, the edifice of Julia's ecosystem. 

JULIA MAKES SENSE 

A very important concept in Julia is that of types and multiple dispatch. Types are abstract 

descriptions of data formats, e.g. String or PersonnelFileEntry. Multiple dispatch means that 

when a value is supplied to a function, the interpreter decides which method to call by 

examining potential methods and finding the most suitable for the type. The following 

demonstration will consider a company that pays C-tier employees with a bonus and managers 

with a fixed salary. How does Julia calculate what to pay Joe, the CTO, and Bob, an IT 

manager? 

Listing 1: Multiple dispatch in action 

abstract PersonnelFileEntry #A1 

 

type CTier <: PersonnelFileEntry #A2 

    name::String 

    base_salary::Int 

    bonus_pct::Float32 #A3 
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end 

 

type Manager <: PersonnelFileEntry #A4 

    name::String 

    base_salary::Int 

    reports::Int 

end 

 

function calculate_salary(employee::CTier) #A5 

    return(employee.base_salary + employee.base_salary * (employee.bonus_pct/100)) 

end 

 

function calculate_salary(employee::Manager) 

    return(employee.base_salary) 

end 

 

Joe = CTier("Joe", 250000, 25) 

Bob = Manager("Bob", 105000, 3) 

 

julia> calculate_salary(Joe) #A6 

312500.0f0 

julia> calculate_salary(Bob) 

105000 

#A1 We create an abstract type, PersonnelFileEntry, to constitute a 'roof' for the types we declare. 

#A2 CTier is a type for employees that derives from the PersonnelFileEntry abstract type. It represents a C-

tier employee. 

#A3 The CTier type has a field for the bonus percentage, which is needed for C-tier employees' salary 

calculation. 

#A4 The Manager type has no bonus percentage field, as they are not awarded a percentage bonus. 

#A5 Methods for the calculate_salary function is declared for both CTier and Manager, but differently, to 

account for the different salary calculations. 

#A6 The salaries are calculated according to the rules by the same function, which puts each employee 

object through the correct method based on their type. 

This is a feature derived from Lisp, a language that influenced much of how Julia works under 

the hood, and one that has not been widely implemented outside various Lisp variants. It is 

represented in languages like R, but has not gained significant traction, not the least to its not 

entirely user-friendly nature. As such, what are referred to as functions in Julia are really just 

abstract names that bundle together (hopefully) conceptually related blocks of code, known as 

methods, by the same signature (the way a function is called). 

How, you might ask, does this make sense? It makes sense in that it reflects a 

quintessential understanding about reality, namely that especially operators, but sometimes 

also functions, mean different things in different contexts. An example is the multiplication 

sign * in mathematics. What you need to do to calculate a * b depends on what a and b are, 

and what you need to do to arrive at the result if a and b are both integers is radically 

different from what you would have to do if both a and b were matrices. This reality is 

reflected by the way methods and functions are handled within Julia, and we will see that 
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quite apart from its epistemic accuracy, it is also an enormously useful way in the hands of a 

skilled programmer to write more performant and more efficient code. 

Julia is malleable. As a child, Legos were my favourite toys - you could build anything you 

could possibly imagine from just a handful of bricks and a functional childhood imagination. 

Think of Julia as the Lego of programming languages. It continues a trend begun with 

languages like Lisp and reflected in some more modern languages like Clojure of designing 

programming languages in a way that encourages users to tinker not in, but with the 

language. 

If you read enough about Julia, you will eventually find mention of homoiconicity. This 

word, much beloved of programming language geeks like myself, needs a more than a little 

explanation. Its essence can be summarized here: Most languages take whatever syntax you 

have, read it and parse it into an 'abstract syntax tree' (AST) - a tree representation of the 

instructions you provided. Syntax, in non-homoiconic languages, is seen as a way to help 

users express their ideas in a way that's logical to them (largely premised by certain 

conventions of human language). As humans, "apples and orange" makes more sense to us 

than and(apples, oranges). Therefore, most languages are heteroiconic - ASTs are all well 

and good, their designers say, but we need something that sounds somewhat more human. 

Traditional homoiconic languages like Lisp can be said to have virtually no syntax to speak 

of, and are quite close to the abstract syntax tree in their representation of programs. Julia 

takes a slightly different route, to make a compromise with the need to build an expressive 

language. Julia has a syntactic layer and plenty of syntactic sugar - but at the same time, it 

makes any Julia expression accessible to the language itself. A Julia expression - say, 2 * 3 - 

is merely an object of type Expr. The Expr representation reflects the AST: an Expr object 

consists of a 'head' (a symbol) and a number of arguments (which the symbol operates on). In 

Julia, any expression is just an object or piece of data like any else. 

You may be forgiven for thinking this sounds more than a little esoteric. However, as we 

will later see, homoiconicity did not make it into Julia to assuage language geeks. It is 

practically important because it allows for metaprogramming. As the name suggests, 

metaprogramming involves writing programs to generate or analyse programs. This doesn't 

necessarily require homoiconicity, but homoiconicity makes it much easier. Metaprogramming 

allows us to write macros - functions designed to act on, and modify, other functions. Macros 

can be used to make code more efficient, to optimize code written once depending on 

environment variables, to generate or alter code based on user input – or, really, anything. 

Metaprogramming turns Julia into Legos, with the ability to build anything you can imagine. 

Julia offers something different to everyone, but these five characteristics benefit all users. 

No matter whether you write a web framework or simulate cosmic processes, macros will help 

you optimise your code, an expressive grammar will help you write easy-to-read and easier-

to-debug code and a fast language will help you get through more in less time. 
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Where Julia still needs to catch up 

It would, of course, be dishonest to focus on the advantages alone. No programming language 

is perfect, and least of all can a language as young as Julia lay a claim on perfection. Typically, 

Julia is criticised for three things: 

JULIA IS YOUNG AND SOMETIMES IMMATURE. 

We've all been there. With every day, it's getting harder to point out functionalities that Julia 

or a Julia package cannot provide. However, Julia has not reached the maturity of 

'mainstream' technical computing languages like Matlab/Octave, Mathematica or Python. In 

particular, some worry that Julia is 'unstable': because the language itself is changing, new 

versions may break past code. In reality, the closer a particular API is to the core of the 

language, the less likely it is to change: the core of Julia is quite API-stable, and you can 

confidently write code against it. In any case, using past stable versions may prevent this 

issue from even arising. 

JULIA HAS A RELATIVELY SMALL USERBASE, AND MUCH OF IT IS QUITE ACADEMIC 

According to the TIOBE list of programming languge popularity, Julia is not even in the top 

100 of programming languages by popularity. 

Julia has relatively few users compared to mainstream languages, and it's going to be 

more difficult to find a user group or regular meeting of users. Fortunately, with the internet, 

you can vicariously partake of the wisdom of most Julia user groups, since many presentations 

make it onto YouTube. There are also relatively few companies that use Julia in production - 

few IT managers are willing to put something written in a programming language that's at 

version 0.4 into a production environment. As such, Julia users concentrate around academia 

and start-ups. 

The result is that Julia jobs, at the moment, are also few and far between. However, there 

has been a sharp rise in job ads asking for Julia competence. Moreover, learning a new 

language - especially one with features that are slightly unusual - will give you a new 

perspective on programming challenges. Finally, learning a young language is like investing 

into a startup. You may get rich, or you may lose all your money - but when you strike lucky, 

you will have an incredible advantage over your peers.  

 Ultimately, Julia is a language with enormous potential. Fasten your seatbelts - it's going 

to be a wild ride! 


